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Prologue
Thomas Jefferson, 3rd American president, 1801-09,
If the American people ever allow private banks [like e.g. the “central” bank–Ed.] to control
the issue of their currency, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and the corporations
that will grow up around them, will deprive the people of all property until their children wake
up homeless on the continent their fathers conquered.

And “central” and “commercial” banks are nothing if not corporations, and are among the
very worst of them.
And soon before his assassination in 1865, Lincoln said the following:
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I see in the near future a crisis approaching that unnerves me, and causes me to tremble
for the safety of our country. Corporations have been enthroned, an era of corruption in high
places will follow, and the [corporately masked, anonymous and irresponsible–Ed.] money power
of the country will endeavor to prolong its reign by working upon the [racial–Ed.] prejudices of
the people, until the wealth is aggregated in a few hands and the Republic is destroyed.

So why not just destroy the corporations before “they” completely destroy (conquer, enslave
dispossess or devour) us?
(“But corporations are mere nothings, non-entities, shadows, fictions, ‘fictitious persons,’
illusions!”)
All the easier to destroy them then, and all the more reason to do so! And so therefore…
Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil.
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against
the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places [“the
governments, the dominions, the cosmocrats of this darkness, the spiritual essences of wickedness
in the heavenly sphere;”–By.]. [Ephesians 6:11-12]

Corporations [“legal-bodies”] have no souls! And evidently no consciences either! Why then
tolerate them, suffer them, serve them, idolize and worship them? Mythical dragons or beasts are
indeed difficult to vanquish or slay, but a nothing, an illusion, a fiction or a lie should be far
easier to defeat—as easy as defeating a mere idea, as easy as disbelieving a fiction or disproving a
lie, as easy as dispelling a corporate curse, a demonic shadow, or a “conglomerated” or
“consolidated” “jewish” golem.
* * * * *
Question: “What does the 10,000 lb./kilo. gorilla in the corner do?”
Answer: “Whatever it bloody wants to!” (And there the rub!) For who can stop it? Who can
stand up to it and resist it? Who can fight the beast?
In short, beware concentrations of power: whether monetary, economic or political power.
(And does the first power not therefore purchase the last?—wherever public offices are up for sale,
or upon the public auction block to be bought by the highest bidders (of political propaganda or
“advertising”?)
Therefore beware corporate power: whether “central,” monetary, economic, social or
political. Yes, political corporations like “incorporated” towns, cities, counties or states. And
“fictitious [corporate] persons” like nations, countries or empires, like e.g. imperial “jewishAmerika” or the “Jewnighted Nations.”
For a corporation is a legal fiction. (And Law is a false god or idol, being something other
than the real McCoy. And this god or idol of Law can be a most treacherous and harmful deity
indeed, if your enemy should ever sit upon your throne. And hence his royal word or presidential
command (within your idolatrous and self-ruinous mythology) would thereby become your
“sacred” Law or Duty.
And a corporation is a mask of anonymity and irresponsibility, and hence fit, suitable and
made to order for all manner of (corporately-masked and irresponsible) Evil.
* * * * *
The spiritual/political problem is corporate concentrations of power, of masked,
anonymous, irresponsible powers capable of devouring individuals, families, liberties, properties,
farms, businesses, towns, counties, and so on.
And the solution? Outlaw, dissolve or dispel corporations in favor of business partnerships.
Unlike a corporation, a partnership has a limited number of parts, shares or fractions. And
these partners are publicly known. And hence they are responsible or answerable, and can be
taken hold of—unlike these corporate fly-by-night thieves and robbers, masked and unknown,
not “liable,” not answerable, not responsible and not punishable for whatever evils they choose to
do while thus masked as “corporations,” as “fictitious persons.” They thus enjoy legal immunity
and impunity.
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Shall we tolerate this? Shall we permit these mighty fictions to thus stand over us, to
command us, dispossess us, devour us, starve us, enslave us? Hell no!
And after the abolition of this anonymous and irresponsible “corporation” (and hence any
further “conglomeration” of corporations), and hence the end of the “stock-market,” or “securities
exchanges,” what shall remain but business partnerships (of many owners) and proprietorships
(on one)?
So what shall be the maximum number of partnership parts, shares or fractions? Surely
100 is far too high, and creeps toward the anonymity (if not irresponsibility) of incorporation. I
would suggest a maximum of 20 or 25 parts or partners within a partnership. What, dear reader,
would your suggest?
* * * * *

The Corporate Mask of the Predator(s)

A word on the corporate mask of the dishonest predator: For an honest predator wears no
corporate disguise, but admits who and what he is and does.
A corporation need not necessarily be evil. But a corporation is well suited for Evil’s
purposes, if not thus made to order. For just consider: Incorporation offers Evil anonymity and
irresponsibility, an offer Evil never refuses, and an advantage Evil ever seeks, along with the
advantage of ever being popularly perceived (if at all possible) as Goodness or Virtue Itself, as via
Evil’s media-monopoly or oligopoly.
Evil craves an imperceptible disguise or unrecongizibility, because Evil craves
undetectibility and impunity. Evil does not want to be recognized, discovered, punished.
So was the concept of corporation conceived and fashioned by Evil for its own dark
purposes? Who can say? Who can tell precisely how and when the idea of partnership (of say, 20
shares of so) was extended infinitely (to seemingly countless shares of limitless, anonymous and
irresponsible “partners,” “owners” or “share-holders”)? But it did.
(See e.g. “the Hudson River Bay Company” based in Amsterdam in the Netherlands, “the
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company” and/or the “British East India Company” of London, England.
And see especially the 1694 incorporation of “the city of London’s” “Bank of England,” the very
first “central bank,” as far as I know. For these “central” corporations are the demonic mothers of
many others. (Recall the Jefferson quote above.)
Who can say whether incorporation, like “central” banking, was originally and entirely a
Satanic conception and invention? But from its very early youth until this dark and latter day
this fictitious, lifeless (and deathless) “person,” “body” and “entity” called “corporation” has been
very gainfully and advantageously employed by Evil. And this is especially so presently. No?
And why is this so if not because the corporate form, anonymous and irresponsible, suits,
serves and furthers Evil best? And incorporation does this again and again by completely
masking Evil’s face and identity, thus concealing and furthering Its dark designs and purposes,
and by rendering Evil incorporated (or “Evil & co.”) legally-irresponsible for any and all of Its
demonic deeds. (The most a shareholder ever stands to lose is the value of his shares, if he has
not anonymously “dumped” or sold them beforehand.)
* * * * *
Now what is a “corporation”? It is an idea and word derived from “corpus,” the Roman word
for “body.” It is a group or “body” of people acting as one, pretending to be one (person, thing,
creature, entity or body).
Of course two or three or more people (juxtapose them as you may) can never really ever
become one person: no more than five basketball, nine baseball or eleven football players can ever
really become one single person. Though several may move, play or dance in perfect unison, it
just isn’t so nor ever can be that two, three or four can yet one be.
And so a “corporation” is always a fiction, a deceit, a lie. “It” openly admits to being a
“fictitious person.” But why the lie? And why the liar?
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Why indeed, but for the very same reason a robber or predator would hide in a crowd or
wear a mask, or pretend to be otherwise than what he is: i.e. to go unnoticed, undetected,
unstopped, uncaptured, unpunished?
And the same applies to packs of predators acting in (masked corporate) unison. Why else
would a predator(s) use a corporate mask but so as not to be seen, recognized, and heldaccountable for the evil he has done, is doing, or intents to do?
And consider the perpetual enthronement of Evil as personified by these corporately
masked, anonymous and irresponsible, “central” or SuperNazi bankster-“jews”?
(And yet, and yet, “the [anti-] Devil fools with the best laid plans.”)
Goodness or Godness doesn’t fear the Light, nor does Beauty fear the mirror, nor that her
face be publicly seen. But ’tis not so with Evil and Its own. For they wear masks as apparently
“Godlike” as they are truly Satanic, and as “beautiful” as they are hideous. (Go figure!)
And incorporation is a “benevolent” mask of anonymity and irresponsibility.
* * * * *
A corporation is a secret or anonymous and irresponsible or un“liable” group or “body” of
stock-holders. They are legally immune from public accusation, prosecution or punishment. A
corporation is like an irresponsible child or adolescent who is seldom to never, ever held to
account for himself/itself. Its “liability” is limited to the amount of its value. A corporation is a
fictitious legal “person” “who” is not entirely responsible (indeed, largely irresponsible) for “his”
(i.e. their) actions. And unlike you or I a “corporation” need never die, so long as its members or
owners wish it to live on, and so long as its legal parent, the gov’t or state, (that other legal fiction
or “person” “who” gave it corporate birth and guards its continued life), lives on, and on, and on.
For states and churches, cities and towns were the very first corporations, group personifications
or “estates”—long before privately-owned businesses got into the act.
A corporation is a body, a legal “entity,” a fictitious legal “person” “chartered” or “licensed”
and “recognized” by the government or the state. A corporation has all the legal rights of a person
(other than to vote or to hold public office), and even more. A corporation has the “right” to hold
property, the “right” to borrow and to lend, the “right” to sue, to “foreclose,” to seize the property
of others for contractual “default,” and the “right” to live beyond the withdrawals, departures,
secessions or even deaths of its individual members or founders.
A corporation has the legal “right,” if “it” so choose (and its political master so permit it) to
never die.
How long, e.g., has the Roman Catholic Church, that “incorporated” “body of Christ,” been
“alive”? Surely not as long as her Godless mother, that seemingly-eternal “whore” of Rome or
“Babylon” “herself”! (Apo./Rev. 17:5-6)
But most of all, and even above its eternal “life” and anonymity, a corporation has the legal
“right” to be irresponsible, the “right” of “limited liability.” Again a corporation (a secret group of
stock-holders) is like an irresponsible child or adolescent who is seldom to never ever held to
account for “itself.” “Its”/their “liability” is limited to the amount of its value: its “assets,” its
ownings, its properties, its “stock.” Whatever damage a corporation may do, “its” “reparations” for
these damages can never legally be greater than “its” corporate value. And whatever debts a
corporation may ever contract or incur, by law “its” repayment(s) can never be more than “its”
value. The most a corporate stockholder or bondholder can ever lose is the value of the stocks or
bonds—if he hadn’t sold then while the selling “was good,” thus leaving another to “hold the
[empty] bag.” I.E. stockholders are personally protected by law from having to pay any corporate
bills, binds or debts out of their own pockets, nor to repair any damages or to make any
restitution for any and all evils done by their corporation(s)—even if perpetrated at their
expressed command (by virtue of the (“majority”) number of stocks they may at any time own).
Here is the legal irresponsibility (as well as anonymity) of the corporate stockholder.
For money buys whores, and not only upon street-corners, but even and especially within
legislative or parliamentary houses of “ill-repute.” And the “chairmen,” spokesmen or “speakers”
of such houses are the greatest whores, “madams” or prostitutes of all.
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And so the members or stockholders of a corporation can at most lose no more than their
investment, their “stock,” their corporate “shares”. Beyond this loss they (the stockholders or
corporate owners) are totally irresponsible or non-“liable” for any misdeeds, crimes or
bankrupting debts of the corporate body: i.e. the fictitious “legal person” or personified group to
which all corporate members belong by virtue of their ownership of its shares or stocks. At most
all properties or “assets” of such an errant, bankrupted or “failed” corporation are auctioned off
and tendered as partial payment for all its unpayable debts and bonds, or else surrendered as
reparations for any and all corporate misdeeds, damages or crimes—even if a corporation were to
poison or ruin all the air, skies, rivers or oceans of the earth! For again a corporation is a
“fictitious legal person,” and hence cannot ever “be hung by the neck until dead.”
At the very most corporate scapegoats, hirelings, servants or managers are ceremoniously
“show tried” and legally pilloried, and thus like red meat are publicly thrown down to satisfy the
voracious public hunger for justice of a populace occasionally enraged at the accidental or
unavoidable discovery or publication of the dark deeds of a particularly sociopathic or evil
corporation. But the corporate “crime” of these corporate scapegoats was no more than obeying
their (anonymous and irresponsible or non-“liable”) corporate stockholders or owners! And even if
the corporate managers can prove they were merely obeying the will or commands of the
corporate stockholders, the latter are never, ever punished. For they are legally irresponsible for
the crimes, malefactions or evils of their corporations, even if they (as stockholders—but not
corporate officers or managers) commanded these crimes be committed—and fired all managers
who refused to obey, and hired only those who would obey. Hence the legal irresponsibility of a
corporation and its owners. Hence the perfect tool for Evil. (An exception to this rule would be
that rarest of cases where the “majority” stockholder was also the “chief executive officer,” and
hence wherein the corporate “principal” (and hence not his corporate agent or scapegoat) was
held corporately accountable, responsible, punishable, liable. But then his “crime” would be his
“default” or failure to employ his legal “right” of corporate immunity, impunity or irresponsibility
by hiring a corporate hireling to do his dirty work for him, and hence, if necessary, to take the
corporate guilt, punishment or “fall” for him.
But even this public scapegoating of corporate hirelings, servants or managers seldom to
never ever occurs within a plutocracy or oligopoly wherein the god of Money reigns over all, and
hence wherein most citizens are subjects or whores for this god or idol of Money or “Mammon,”
and especially wherein “public” offices are publicly auctioned off to the highest “advertising”
bidders, and hence wherein “public” officials or political “representatives” (presidents, “attorney
generals,” governors, mayors, “pubic” prosecutors, judges, etc.) are political prostitutes or “public”
whores for this almighty god of Money. (See e.g. “the whore(s) of Babylon,” of Washington and/or
“jewish”-Amerika.)
* * * * *
The corporation is subdivided into (and hence comprised of) little pieces called “shares” or
“stocks.”
This again was simply a limitless or infinite continuation of the concept of the “shares” of
business partners. And hence anywhere the corporation is to be outlawed, as I suggest, the
“shares” or “parts” of every business “partnership” must be limited to…how many? You tell me.
And a “store” of course had “stocks” of goods on hand to sell the public. A “store” (with
either a specific or narrow “store of goods in stock,” or else a “general store”) had merchandise on
hand or “in stock” ready to be sold to customers coming in off the street. Hence paper- or
corporate-“stock(s)” is a derivation (if not perversion) of this original reality, concept and word.
Now these corporate “shares” or “stocks” can be bought, owned and sold anonymously—
without anyone else knowing who bought, owned or sold them—other than perhaps the
government and the corporation itself. For every (voting) stock or share represents a vote within
the corporation. And the corp. needs to know exactly who has the right to vote at its annual
meetings, and exactly how many voting shares each member holds or possesses at the time.
And perhaps also aware of who owns what corporate stocks or bonds (and now also
“futures” and “options”) within your state is that governmental office or department, if any, which
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supervises or regulates your state’s stock (and bond) markets or “exchanges,” and which perhaps
also records the personal and/or corporate names of all buyers and sellers therein. And so
perhaps your gov’t’s tax-man, -office or -department also knows precisely who owns precisely
which corporate stocks and/or bonds within your state.
(But I’ll bet these two gov’t offices or officials won’t tell you, dear citizen, (and probably don’t
even know), exactly who owns the stock of your state’s “central” bank corporation. For that
particular bitch is the mother of all corporations within (and above) your particular state. And if
not, why not? Exactly who is working for whom? Or who is superior to whom: the official, elective
or appointive gov’t of the state, or the state’s “central banking” corporation? I trust you know by
now which is master and which is servant. For the master makes and the servant takes the
money.)
* * *
So this is the “anonymous joint-stock principle.” The corporation is anonymously and
jointly owned (and controlled) by its stock-owners or share-holders. Each share of stock
represents a vote which the owner may cast at the corp’s. annual “stockholders’ meeting.”
At this annual meeting of the stock-owners or share-holders, they then vote for whomever
they want to manage the corporation for the next year, and for however they want it to be
managed, governed, controlled. (One (voting) share = one vote. For some corps. issue and sell
“non-voting” stock) A stockholder need not be present at this annual meeting, thereby revealing
his corporate ownership or “interest” to the others. He may vote anonymously by mail or “by
proxy,” i.e. by having an agent of his choice vote his shares for him according to his instructions.
(Ownership of) more shares = more votes = more ownership, power and control over the
corporation. One often hears the term “majority shareholder(s).” The aim of the corporate game is
to own or control (perhaps via alliance with other stock/shareholders) 51% of the corporate
stocks or shares (and therefore the corporate votes). This is called a “majority position.” And,
according to Money’s “democratic rules,” the corporate stock-majority rules the corporation.
And so this “majority position” is the irresponsible throne or steering-wheel of the
corporation. And so this “controlling majority” sits unseen and irresponsible (if no longer entirely
anonymous or unknown) upon the corporate throne, dictating corporate moves and direction,
hand-picking corporate agents, managers, “board(s) of directors,” chief (and lesser) “executive
officer(s),” in short, everything but the day by day or minute by minute management of their corp.
And so in the months between the annual corporate stockholders’ meetings, this “majority block”
is also in a position to secretly and irresponsibly command their corporation’s managers what to
do and when to do it. For again, this stock-holding majority selects, appoints (and un- or disappoints) the corporation’s managers (its “board of directors” and “executive officers”). And if by
the corporate “by laws” they can’t legally fire or personally replace any corporate agents, boardofficers, executives, managers or employees in the middle months between the annual meetings,
they can surely (secretly) direct their other board members or “executive officers” to do so, or else
to threaten their dismissal at the next annual meeting if they do not.
So that’s a “corporation.” And again “corporate liability” does not extend to the personal
property of its owners or stockholders. Corporate liability or responsibility for “its” actions is
limited to its corporate “assets,” property, value or worth, or in other words, to the value of all its
“outstanding” stock as publicly evaluated or anonymously estimated by the “stock market” or
“exchange.” So the most corporate stockholders can ever stand to lose (no matter what evil or
damage their corporate creature, golem or beast perpetrates upon the world at their secretly
expressed bidding) is the “market price” or worth of the corporate stock itself, which these shareholders anonymously own and hold, and can anonymously sell at any time the “stock market” is
open.
And thus do corporate owners disown their corporate responsibility and “liability.” (“What
responsibility? What liability?”) Isn’t that neat, dear reader? What a sociopath’s dream or ideal:
anonymity plus irresponsibility, immunity or impunity! What earthly or human demon from Hell
could realistically ask for more?
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For here again we see the “limited liability” of every corporate “majority owner,” i.e. his legal
and financial irresponsibility and impunity for whatever evils or damages his corporation may
inflict upon the world!—even at his expressed or dictatorial direction! And this remains true so
long as this owner is not himself a corporate director, officer or manager, but has carefully and
craftily selected and employed sociopathic hirelings to obediently execute his anonymous bidding:
official corporate puppets to dutifully respond to his unseen strings, or to dance in time to his
predatory tune, to thus act as his corporate masks or “fronts,” and hence to take any popular
(and possibly even legal) “heat” for any and all corporate evils which this corporately concealed
puppet-master of theirs may choose to anonymously and irresponsibly perpetrate though them,
his corporate officers.
Isn’t that neat? And so I repeat: The corporate form is perfectly suited to serve, further
mask, shield and protect Evil from exposure, truth, justice and retribution or punishment. And
hence I say if the concept of “corporation” was not conceived by Evil to further Its dark design,
then I know not what God or man was thinking or intending at the time.
* * * * *
Corporations are like “democratic majorities” on any particular vote or issue: they are
imaginary, temporary and ever-changing. Unlike family businesses with (familial) reputations and
traditions to uphold, corporations are amorphous and anonymous (and often ephemeral,
temporary or “fly by night”) groups or “entities” concealed behind benevolent masks, benign
slogans, and happy or harmless symbols called “logos.” In truth corporations (i.e. shareholders)
tend to be sociopathic, predatory, rapacious and greedy, even cannibalistic—placing profit or
valuing money above all other things: e.g. corporate reputations, forests, rivers, lakes, oceans,
and even entire races, nations or peoples.
(Nowadays even a corporation’s good reputation or positive popular perception is given a
money value and included as a (“goodwill”) “asset” on a corporation’s “balance sheet” or
“prospectus.” For everything is up for sale in “Babylon” the Great,” that “jewish”-Amerikan
“Mother of all Whores and Abominations of the Earth.” (Apo./Rev. 17:5-6 :18 & 18:11-13)
The general rule is that corporations (i.e. anonymous shareholders) really don’t care or give
a damn or about whom or what they must (even literally) kill, skin or damn in order to maximize
their profits. (See e.g. present corporate war-mongers, armaments manufacturers or the historical
“fur trading” “companies” of North America.) For the maximization of profits is the “bottom line”
for corporations (i.e. for anonymous and irresponsible shareholders), and really always was.
Just consider: Is the “best” “mutual fund,” etc. not the one “yielding” the biggest annual
profits or the largest “dividends” of all? And is the “best” “mutual fund manager” not he who
invests the group’s (or “corporation’s”) money in the most profitable enterprises of all?—regardless
of who or what gets killed or skinned, dispossessed or robbed in this “money-making” or “profitmaximizing” enterprise?
(“But what investments, specifically, are you ‘mutually’ invested in?”)
(“Who knows? Who cares? That’s irrelevant,” replies the average (and sociopathic)
shareholder. “What I care about is the “bottom line,’ my ‘return on investment,’ my ‘earnings,’ and
also my ‘capital gains,’ or the increase in the price or market value of whatever stocks I own, hold,
or have not yet sold.”)
For again corporate profits are what matters most to the average (anonymous, irresponsible
and sociopathic) stockholder, and hence not who or what gets skinned or murdalized in making
or realizing these corporate profits. And hence I say corporations tend to be sociopathic,
predatory, rapacious and cannibalistic.
But family corporations (other than anonymous “jewish” banking dynasties and their
predatory kindred) tend to be a different breed altogether, because their family name and
reputation is at stake in their corporate business practices.
But otherwise, look out world! For masked, anonymous, immune, irresponsible
unpunishable or un“liable” corporations will (if given half a chance) eagerly, greedily, predatorily
devour you (and yours): chewing you up and spitting you out to maximize their corporate
business profits. Is this not what these hellish “entities” were conjured, “chartered,” employed or
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made (if not also originally conceived and created) to do? Although, to be sure, any negative
publicity or loss of general public “goodwill” will have to be considered in weighing the pros and
cons, pluses and minuses, or profits and costs or losses of each and every such predatory
“business decision.” But otherwise the corporate knives are always out, and extremely sharp and
bloody. (See e.g. “central” or “commercial” banks, and “depressed” times.)
(“Hey friend, it’s not personal, it’s only business! Otherwise I wouldn’t bother to thus
corporately carve you and your family up for sale to the highest bidder, and hence the greatest
corporate profit.” So said the bankster to the farmer, and the fur trapper to his prey.)
* * * * *

The “Royal” or “Central” god of Corporations
is the Mother of All other (Corporate)
Abominations

But far before and high above all other corporations is the very god of corporations, the
corporation of corporations, the “jewish” “central banking” corporation. This is the corporate
throne or king of the “jew”-conquered Gentile nations or states.
And yet, or rather this is why, the (share- or stock-) ownership of these “jewish” “central
banks,” these most high, most predatory and most destructive of all corporations, is the best kept
“state” secret of all these “jew”-enslaved Gentile nations.
And I’m betting the “jew”-approved officials of the Gentile puppet-gov’ts do not even know
their “jewish” master’s face or identity, do not even know who owns “their” state, do not even
know who sits upon their nation’s “central” corporate throne, and hence whom their anonymous
owners and “central” masters really and truly are. But they’d be complete fools not to know such
“central” masters exist, and that they are “jews.”
And so because their national public officials or “representatives” cannot or will not inform
them of their real and true national masters, of course the Gentile public have no clue, since their
elective gov’t is a traitorous puppet-gov’t of this corporate, “jewish” “central” bankster throne,
scepter, dynasty or king.
And so your elective or appointive national government officials (e.g. the treasury, the tax
office, and/or the stock-“exchange” “commission,” dept. or office) will not (and probably cannot)
inform you of the personal identity of the shareholders of “your” nation’s “central banking
corporation”—as they probably don’t even know who their (and your) masters are, nor whether or
not these publicly-unknown share-holding individuals have ever paid any “income” taxes at all on
their annual “central” bank stock-profits or “dividends.” For this would leave a “public” “paper
trail.” And besides, taxes are for the “little people”: the serfs, the Gentiles, the “cattle,” the
“goyim.” Also it has been observed that “central” bank shares are never publicly auctioned or sold
in the stock exchange. And hence they are transferred privately from (“central”) bankster to
bankster. But these are subjects forbidden to all Gentiles, political “representatives” and/or
“public” officials. For it is grossly impudent, insolent and impertinent for the servant (however
“public” or official) to pry into the private business affairs, of his “central” or national master—
much less to ever know or discover his “royal” or “central” majesty’s name, identity, or face.
Modern citizens are such (monetary/political) slaves.
They keep you doped with “religion,” sex [sports–Ed.] and T.V./
And you think you’re so clever and classless and free./
But you’re all f---ing peasants as far as I can see./
A working-class hero is something to be./
A working-class hero is something to be./
—[Johnny (“Moondog”) Lennon]
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And so the identities of the “jew” banking family dynasties who conceived, created, own and
control these “central” banking corporations (perhaps with their Satanic or “messianic” Father’s
help—John 8:44) can hardly be discovered—not even by those traitorous national Gentile puppetgovernments who borrow their nations’ debt-token monopoly-moneys from these evil, predatory
“central” dynasties.
Evil must needs hide in the dark Its identities and Its dark deeds. And of course their
“central” stock-holders’ meetings and their “executive committee” meetings are always secret, or
never public. And so of course their “central” banking corp. shares are never publicly traded, sold
nor auctioned. Therefore the shares or stocks are privately and secretly transferred or bequeathed
among these supernational “central” or “royal” “jewish” dynasties. Even their corporate books are
far beyond or above the sight, ken, reach or grasp (much less supervision or authority) of the
national Gentile governments whom they dominate. For it is neither desired nor safe for the
“public” servant or “representative” to ever fully know the dark and evil business of his “central”
master. Everything is on a “need to know” basis, and (according to their masters) servants simply
never need to know whatever might possibly hurt their masters.
And therefore what “central banking” corporation anywhere and at any time has ever been
“publicly” “audited” or officially “examined” by (any agency, office, department or official of) its
national puppet-gov’t? Is this fact alone not positive proof who or what the nation’s master is?
And you know why. For the master makes or creates the money and his servants (however
“public,” “representative” or traitorous) take or accept his money. And if the money be a
monopoly-money, that master is king. And if that monopoly-money be a debt-token, that king is
surely a (“messianic” or demonic) “jew,” and a true son of his Father, Satan.
For a tree is known by its fruit, an actor by his actions, or a trapper by his traps. And so
the poisonous, predatory tree, fruit, and seed of Evil are naturally, genetically one and the same.
(John 8:44) And you can take that divine (or demonic) truth to your “central” (or national)
bankster(s).
* * * * *
And as for this “‘royal’ or ‘central’ god of corporations” being “the mother of all other
corporate abominations,” we need only once again refer or defer to U.S. president Thomas
Jefferson (from 1801-09):
If the American people ever allow private banks [like e.g. the “central” bank–Ed.] to
control the issue of their currency, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and the
corporations that will grow up around them [i.e. “commercial” banks, etc.–Ed.], will deprive the
people of all property until their children wake up homeless on the continent their fathers
conquered.

* * * * *
And finally, from Peter Kershaw’s booklet, Economic Solutions…, 1997, p. 6:
So who are the kingpins of this chicanery? The major shareholders (Class “A” stock) of the
Federal Reserve Bank System are [Ed.—surely not self-] identified as:








Rothschild: London and Berlin
Lazard Bros: Paris
Israel Seiff: Italy
Kuhn-Loeb Company: Germany
Warburg: Hamburg, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Lehman Bros: NY
Rockefeller: NY

The balance of stock is owned by the major commercial member banks [i.e. “the
corporations that will grow up around them”–Ed.]. Why should we Americans be paying a
consortium of private international bankster families and their stock-holders for use of what
we have been led to believe is our own medium of exchange? Why is it that we find ourselves
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indebted to these already incomprehensible wealthy people? Isn’t the U.S. Treasury responsible for
the nation’s money supply? Doesn’t the U.S. [Treasury’s–Ed.] Bureau of Engraving print the
“money” [of this “jewish”-Amerikan “central” bank, this “Federal Reserve Corporation”–Ed.]? Why
then do we borrow it from a private banking system? Do we somehow need bankers’ permission to
create and use our own money supply?

I believe you know the answers to these questions, dear readers.
* * * * *

The Corporate Mask, its Makers and Wearers
Until Evil is Lord and Master of any state, nation or empire, It cannot safely show Its real
and true face. On the contrary, up to that “messianic” or Satanic time, Evil wears a divine or
Godlike mask every bit as holy as Its wearer is not. And as with this “jewish” “father of lies,” so
also with Its children. (John 8:44) Or in other words, “like father, like son.”
And so to keep all their intended “goy” or human prey as far from the terrible truth as
corporate lies and corporate deceits can possibly accomplish or achieve, the ugly, hideous,
wolfish faces of evil, predatory “jewish” corporations are never, ever publicly seen, but only their
beautiful, benevolent, philanthropic masks. (See their “Madison Avenue” propaganda agencies,
their “advertising” “liars for hire.”) Much time, effort and resources are spent on creating and
maintaining these benevolent corporate masks, these false “public images,” these most noble,
humanitarian and philanthropic facades. And whenever a publicly-known scandal momentarily
cracks any benevolent or beautiful corporate mask, revealing the ugly truth and the hideous face
of the corporate predator concealed beneath, a propaganda (“advertising” or “public-relations”)
campaign is immediately launched (by the exposed corporation or its/their “Madison Ave.”
agent/agency and corporate mask-maker) for “damage control,” i.e. to limit and control the
damage which truth does to any forged or phony corporate image, to its false public perception or
undeserved reputation, to its corporate mask: as a rule every bit as falsely benevolent,
philanthropic or humanitarian as the corporation itself is malevolent, predatory or anti-Gentile.
For the most fragrant perfume best conceals the greatest stink of all, as these “central” or
“commercial” “jewish” “stinkers” all too-well know, and hence employ.
* * * * *
Just consider: Who would habitually wear a mask (pretentiously, behaviorally or literally)
but he who was ashamed or afraid to show his real and true face? But why? Other than a fugitive
from injustice or persecution, is it not most of all Ugliness or Hideousness which fears all light
and avoids all eyes?
And is Evil not the ugliest or most hideous thing of all? And so, as we might deduce or
predict, doesn’t Evil (most of all, and more than every other spirit) fear and hate truth and justice,
all light and public knowledge or exposure of Its dark and evil past and present, Its lies, Its
“devilish” slanders, Its murderous deeds, Its mass-murderous “genocides” or “holocausts,” and Its
concealed (because malevolent) present intentions? (See e.g. Satan’s “chosen people’s” “Protocols
of Zion,” which came to light, and perhaps by God’s providence.) Like the mythical vampire, Evil
or Darkness thrives within darkness or public ignorance, and is blocked or stopped by light or
public enlightenment. Hence ’tis far better that you and I light our little candles than merely
curse the Darkness around us.
And hence Evil seizes and possesses all mass-media, that truth may not exist at all, that
Light may never dawn nor shine within Its kingdom of Darkness, deceit, slander and crime. Evil
again and again prospers in darkness wherein neither It nor light nor truth can be seen, heard,
read, discovered. Hence freedom of speech, light and truth are all “crimes” (“truth-crimes”) within
Evil’s kingdom of Darkness, slanders and lies. For God’s Enemy knows as well as God Himself
that truth sets minds and bodies free from Satan’s entrapping tricks and lies. (John 8:32)
Evil wants to possess the spirits, minds or souls of all others. (“All the better to damn them
all!” Hence self-possession goes before a fall!) Evil seeks to dictate not only how all others perceive
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It, but how they shall (or rather must, by Evil’s LAW) perceive all other things, and even
themselves, and especially Evil’s enemies, i.e. all truly Godly souls.
(Just look at what a devil Evil makes of Hitler, e.g.! It’s called “slander,” and that’s what
“devil” means. For as surely as the fruit is of its tree, or an act of its actor, a thing ought to be
named according to what it does and therefore is, or is and therefore does. (John 8:44)
Evil is like a theatrical or cinematic director who would “cast,” portray or paint all things
and all souls as Evil would have them all popularly seen, perceived and believed to be. (See
“Hollywood,” U.S.A.) For Evil wants to possess (and hence damn) the populace. Evil wants to
direct, to control, to posses all minds, spirits, psyches or souls. And therefore Evil seeks to
possess all mass-media toward this malevolent purpose and end.
And hence Evil declares e.g. “holocaust denial” (and hence freedom of speech and debate) to
be a “crime.” Why? Because Evil well knows Its dark slanders and lies cannot possibly survive the
light of day, much less can they thrive under the bright, antiseptic light of freedom of speech, of
communication and thought, of free and unrestricted examination, testing, criticism, debate,
press and publicity. Truth simply upsets Evil’s “apple cart.” And that’s precisely why Evil makes
Truth a “crime”!
Or why else? Truth doesn’t need to silence or control all other speakers in order to be
believed. Truth merely needs to make Himself heard, and lets those who disbelieve Him disbelieve
Him. Truth or Godness commands none to believe in Him, nor makes “criminals” of those who
doubt, disbelieve or contradict Him. But this is not al all so with Evil. (On the contrary, see Its
“crime” of “holocaust denial,” disbelief or (most of all) disproval.) For to perpetually protect
themselves from the Truth which sets human souls or spirits free, Evil’s lies, falsehoods and
slanders must therefore ever strive to control or silence all other speakers, that they might never
ever be by them disproved, debunked nor dethroned, and hence seen at last by all with ears or
eyes for what they (and their father) truly are, were, and always will be: falsehoods, slanders or
lies. (John 8:44)
And so we see the spawn and Father of lies remove all truth from all ears and eyes. And we
hopefully see It is none other than hideous and predatory Evil (far more than any other spirits)
which fashions masks of beauty and benevolence to conceal Its ugly, wolfish face from all other
eyes but Its own. And it is none other than Evil which (via Its media monopoly) paints and affixes
Its false, ugly, slanderous facades upon the Godly faces of Its righteous opponents, and hence Its
hated and slandered enemies.
See e.g. the slanderous, mass-murderous, “jewish” mask concealing the true face and noble
nature of good Lord, Adolf Hitler. (“Adolf Hitler is my friend. He fought for me until the end.”)
Read his book, read his mind, and thereby see beneath the mountain of “jewish” slanders and lies
meant to forever bury and conceal him from your eyes.
And thereby see why it is often truly said, “An ‘anti-Semite’ is someone ‘jews’ hate.” And
come to ask yourself this question at long last: Why is it that anti-Gentilism is never, ever
condemned by “jews”? Is it not because Evil never condemns Itself, but only Its (usually Godly)
opponents.
In short, Evil and Its demonic spawn both whitewash and sanctify themselves and slander
or demonize and murder or mass-murder their (often Godly) enemies.
* * *
Now back to the corporate masks or facades, constructed and employed to conceal the true
collective faces of groups of evil or demonic men:
Only Beauty can afford to show her real and true face. And hence Beauty need never bother
to wear a mask, not so with ugliness. And what is true for the individual, is likewise true for the
(ugly or beautiful) group-body or corporation.
The (corporate) mask and the face are clearly not one, but two—just as a word and the
truth need not be one. In fact the corporate mask or façade is made or fabricated to cover or
conceal the real and true collective face of the group. For why else would they bother to wear the
corporate mask?
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Again, corporate mask-makers called “advertising agencies” exist for this very deceitful
purpose. (They are “jewish” of course.) (See “Madison Ave,” Jew York City, Amerika.) These
“advertising agencies” or propaganda machines are corporate liars for hire. As long as it is not
bad or harmful for fellow “jews,” these deceitful “advertising agencies” will tell any “legal” lie for a
price—exactly like a “shyster” or a “jew”-lawyer. These “ad agencies” first research or “poll” to find
or discover the emotional needs or desires of the public, and they then publicly offer or promise
them exactly that. I mean they pretend to sell the public whatever it is they emotionally or
psychologically need, crave, desire or want, in the assumption the public will chose to believe the
advertisement or “commercial” (because they want to get whatever it is they want…and are
promised), and hence that they’ll go out and buy the service or product, or else go vote for him or
it.
For “advertising agencies” do much the same for social or political causes or candidates
that as do for commercial products and services; they sell them. They sell these things to the
public by psychologically pulling on their mental strings or pushing their emotional buttons. But
first they need to find or discover these emotional buttons or manipulable strings of their
“target(ed) audience(s).” Hence they “research” or “poll” the public.
As fishermen use lures specifically made, designed, fashioned and intended to attract or to
lure, to hook or to catch certain kinds or species of fish, so “advertising agencies” lure their
human prey psychologically or emotionally—and not necessarily with whatever tasty morsels
these human fishes truly desire, but more often merely with false metal lures (complete with
hooks and high price tags) made up to look (and even to move) exactly like their fondest needs
and desires.
And besides, dear reader, do you never wonder what years and years or decades of such
commercial advertising or sensualist, consumerist, epicurean propaganda does to the human
soul (and hence body)? Is it evidently not enough to help transform some people into fattened
swine? (See how they eat, gulp, gorge and pig out!) “Eat this, drink that and don’t forget to try
this other,” says the ever-alluring, never-sleeping tempter in the electric box. Not to mention the
social and political implications, powers or influences of televisions and radios, and now
computers. But via whatever medium, the “commercial” message remains essentially the same:
“Need this, desire that, believe this and vote for that!” You’d think the public over time would
become far more skeptical, critical, and doubtful. But “there’s another sucker born every minute.”
And when the public’s emotional strings or buttons are being thus manipulated, they often lose
their sense of reason and balance, as deliberately and malevolently intended by these sociopathic,
“jewish” “ad agencies” and “production companies.” They want us all to see and hear the world
through the false prism of their television and radio. They want us all to believe their false reality
is true. (See and hear, e.g., their ever-present “holocaust” hollowhoax.)
* * * * *
As masks conceal human faces, so human faces can mask or conceal groups, bodies or
corporations (of humans). And therefore charming, personable, likeable or popular
“spokespersons” are corporately purchased (or rented) and employed or used as corporate masks,
faces or facades. Such likeable facades are carefully chosen to “represent” the corporation, to be
identified with it, as if the two were one, as if this likeable corporate mask were in fact the
corporate face.
Friendly corporate symbols (“logos”) and even animated cartoon characters are similarly
used as beautiful or benevolent masks for malevolent or sociopathic corporations to conceal their
real, true, ugly faces. (See e.g. Mickey Mouse of the current (anti-) Disney corporation.)
And whenever a likeable corporate mask or facade is somehow shattered and hence
publicly seen through, this known false facade is hastily discarded and another is hurriedly made
to order and quickly placed (over the unlikable corporation’s exposed face), until it too is worn out
or seen through, at which time yet another pretty corporate mask will be fashioned and another
corporate lie told, projected, published, propagated or broadcast, so that (as far as deceitfully
possible) the true ugly or malevolent face of the corporation may never be publicly seen for long. I
mean the corporation changes its name or merges with another, or changes its ad agency, logo,
slogan or spokesperson(s), or launches a brand new “advertising campaign” to counteract the
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publicly-known ugly corporate truth or reality. And the uglier or more predatory the corporation,
the more this is so, and the more beautiful, benevolent or philanthropic its successive corporate
masks, facades or cloaks. The greater the corporate stench, the sweeter the corporate perfume
(employed to conceal it).
Think of the wizard of Oz concealing or cloaking himself within his deliberately distracting
and thunderous message, “Pay no attention to that man behind the curtain.” But do not be
distracted nor deceived, dear Dorothy, simply beware and behold how any group or corporation’s
mask, cloak, logo, spokesperson or propaganda is its “curtain.” But what petty and ugly
corporate truths lie hidden beneath such grand facades, masks, cloaks or curtains of corporate
“advertising”?
And again whenever (via some public scandal or obvious failure which cannot possibly be
concealed from the populace) the real corporate face is somehow publicly perceived through a
(temporarily) cracked or shattered corporate mask, it is only the corporation’s benevolent mask
which gets discarded for a brand-new and more attractive one, so that the ugly corporate face
and truth may never be publicly perceived for long. And so a brand new, beautiful or benevolent
corporate mask is hurriedly fashioned by the “jews” of “Madison Ave.,” and hastily adorned over
that ugly, predatory corporate face via a brand new “advertising campaign.” For as these
professional liars-for-hire damn well know, they don’t have to fool all of the people all of the time,
nor even most of the people most of the time, but merely enough of the people “to make it pay,”
i.e. to make their corporate lies and masks believable and hence profitable to their corporate
“clients,” and hence to themselves, the corporate mask-makers or liars-for-hire.
And what is true of economic or commercial bodies or corporations is also true for political
bodies or corporations, or “bodies politic”: i.e. towns, cities, states, nations, empires, etc. They
seldom really and truly reform themselves into beautiful or benevolent groups or entities. No, they
merely undergo cosmetic corporate surgery. The merely fashion and adorn brand new corporate
masks or logos to hide their real and true corporate or collectice faces. They merely hire and
employ new political liars for hire, new sociopathic spokespersons, presidents or parliaments to
replace the old and too-well knows political predators or public enemies. Is this not so?
Just look e.g. at the “Big Apple.” What an attractive and appetizing logo, symbol or
mask…for that poisonous, worm-eaten reality beneath, which could probably even transform
Disney’s “Snow White” into Satan’s SuperNazi “Whore of Babylon.”
(“Go ahead! Bite the Big Apple! Don’t mind the maggots! Un huh! (Shadoo Bay! Shattered!
Shattered!)”—the Rolling Stones)
* * * * *
Likewise the Satanic “jew” must perforce retain his ugly face, simply because he cannot
possibly jump out of his demonic skin, nature or seed. And therefore he must keep it well hidden.
And what better way to hide his demonic nature and character than to deify it or himself? To
present himself as the very essence or model of divinity or superiority, as the greatest, highest
most divine or perfect thing on earth, as the closest thing to God Himself, if not God Himself? And
to assert these demonic “jewish” blasphemies even in God’s face! (John 8:37-44) And even to
murder God for His “blasphemy” of not worshipping this Satanic or deicidal “jew,” but rather
telling the divine truth about Himself, His Enemy, and His Enemy’s demonic spawn! (You go
Jesus!)
And note how the “eternally” self-deifying anti-Christ “jew” does the very same thing in his
modern, Godless, atheistic or humanist parlance by presenting himself as the most perfect thing
on earth, as the ideal or model human, whom all others should therefore emulate, imitate, honor
and obey. (See his supercilious act e.g. as “psychoanalyst,” “doctor,” “soviet man,” “humanist,”
“philanthropist,” etc.)
For the son of Satan remains the son of Satan. What else can he ever be or become? For
demonic fruit is and must ever be of its tree. And so when one of his “divine” or “benevolent”
masks is at last shattered, fragmented or removed, and therefore his demonic face at last is
publicly exposed and recognized for what it is beneath (John 15:22, 9:39-41, 16:7-9 & 19:10-11),
the Devil’s spawn again quickly constructs and dons yet another mask or facade of divinity,
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sanctity or superiority. It’s simply their demonic nature and character, spirit and practice to do
so.
In other words, the Devil and Its kindred or “chosen people” simply discard one “divine”
mask, fabricate and wear another, disband one group and form another. They change their group
mask or corporate name. And poof! vwalla! and/or abracadabra! They are no longer the most
“divine” (of all humans)! For they have now become most “human(istic)” (of all humans).
For, since “God is dead” (since they killed Him), and since Man is now “supreme” (or “God”),
what’s the essential difference whether the Satanic “jew” be most “divine” or most “human”? For
in either demonic case we mere Gentiles are (theoretically or demonically) reduced to mere
nothings, animals or “goyim” at the “jew’s” most “holy” or “human” feet (or rather hooves). But it’s
the same demonic “jew” underneath his most divine or human facade, his most benevolent or
philanthropic mask! And so of course and naturally “God’s chosen people” have now become “the
very best of humanity”! And so who else but they should most rightly reign upon and through
their supernational throne, their Jewnighted Nations Organization? And so the anti-Christs’ song
remains the same. No point therefore in singing along. For to join Satan’s people’s choral refrain
would serve only to further their demonic game.
Again and again the Devil and Its own simply discard one exposed mask and put on
another, disband one demonic group and form another. Whenever deemed necessary, they
repeatedly change their “benevolent” corporate masks or “philanthropic” group names. The massmurderous, predatory, “revolutionary” or “Marxist” “jew,” e.g., changes his corporate mask or
name throughout the centuries. Always funded by “jew” banking money, the Satanic “jew” simply
changes his corporate name or mask whenever sufficiently exposed or whenever his evil purpose
is accomplished. Seeming to sprout up spontaneously like mushrooms after a rain, the “jew”banker rain or “seed-money” is not generally perceived by the Gentile prey. Thus the
supernational “Grand Orient Freemasons” became “Jacobins” in France and became “Abolitionist
groups” or “Freeman’s Bureaus” in America and became “Bolsheviks” in Russia and became
“Abraham Lincoln’s Brigades” in Spain and became “Negro civil rights’ groups” in America, and so
on and on and on toward their Satanic or “messianic” victory over God and His globe and His true
chosen people. But in reality it is always the same Satanic “jewish” breed concealed beneath all
those various different group names or corporate masks.
And the same is true of the various maskings or incarnations of the “jewish” “communist”
or “soviet” red-terror secret-police, generally known as the “K.G.B,” but in fact periodically
changing their corporate name and mask, and yet always remaining led or controlled by the same
demonic, torturous, mass-murderous breed of Marxist or “communist,” Satanic or “messianic”
“jews.” (I.E., “O.G.P.U” = “N.K.V.D.” = “M.V.D.” = “K.G.B”—(now, by the way, called “F.S.B.”) Their
corporate names indeed “advertised” them all as different groups or bodies of policemen, but in
fact they’re really all the very same mass-murderous, bloodly-red, “jew”-terror-police force, body
or corporation, merely deceitfully changing their corporate name, face, mask or logo every bloody
now and then. But the blood-red star of their god and king, Satan, whom they call “David,” ever
remains the bloody same. (Note I did not use the past tense.) (In this same Satanic spirit, see also
the “jewish”-Amerikan “F.B.I.,” if not also the “C.I.A.”)
Thus the stalking “jew”-predator changes his spots periodically or whenever publicly
spotted, identified or exposed. But never does he change or cease his stalking or his preying, his
masking or his concealing of himself and all his evil deeds, and most often by slandering his
Godly opponents as if they were the doers of his demonic deeds. (See e.g. his Katyn forest
accusation or his “holocaust” slander against the very people whom he and his American and
British allies indeed “holocausted” from the skies as a “burnt offering” to their “allied” god, father
or “uncle,” Satan the “jewish” (and for a century now also the Amerikan) Devil.—(John 8:44)
* * *
To accept a liar’s word or mask is no way to ever find or discover the truth. And to perceive
or to judge a liar (or a “corporate” group of liars) by his or their lies or masks is foolish, harmful,
self-ruinous and stupid.
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Consider: Why would “jews” always and everywhere seek to own, possess or control all
Gentile mass-media if they were not liars and deceivers out to control or dictate all our Gentile
perceptions and thoughts, and hence to control or possess our minds or spirits, and hence to
damn us all under their “divinity” or “humanity”? Above all we must defend to the death our
Gentile rights of speech and publicity against this “jewish” monopoly, censorship and persecution
(“prosecution”) of truth, discourse, debate and inquiry about and into anything whatsoever. To
surrender the microphone or the podium to the Devil or the “jew” is to live in perpetual darkness,
and under “sacred” or inviolable “jewish” lies and slanders by which Satan’s demons reign over
us: spiritually, mentally or psychologically, politically, monetarily and economically. (See and
hear, e.g., their perpetual “holocaust.” And see and hear how they lie and slander.)
We Gentiles must simply learn to discern, to recognize, to confront and to defeat Evil in all
Its varied pretensions or deceits, and underneath all Its “diverse” facades or masks, forms,
groupings, incarnations or incorporations, renamings, relabelings, reincorporatings or
remaskings.
“Diversity” is Evil’s game, yet Its demons in essence remain the same.
* * * * *

The Trouble with “Titan-Mart” Inc.

The Trouble with “Titan-Mart” Incorporated is that it’s (i.e. they are) far too big and
powerful, and hence potentially (if not already) extortionate and oppressive. And recall (or rather
banish) the 10,000 lb. gorilla above.
(“But prices are much lower at Titan-Mart!”)
(Yes, and that’s why you shop there. But for how long shall Titan-Mart Inc. beat all their
competitors’ prices? Only so long as they shall have competitors? Only so long as their
competitors are not driven out of business by Titan Mart’s far lower prices? And then what shall
Titan-mart do, if not to raise its prices to extortionate levels? Or what concealed future evils and
corporate predations does Titan-Mart presently intend to perpetrate upon you and yours?)
* * * * *
“Monopoly” means “to sell alone.” It is from the Greek “monos” (alone) and “polein” (to sell).
It is an exclusive right, privilege or power of dealing in a particular product or service.
A would-be monopolist may enthrone or empower himself in other ways than military or
political power, force or coercion: i.e. force of dictate, decree, order, command, “fiat” or “Law.”
(This is how, e.g., many “central” banksters enthroned themselves over many Gentile states,
peoples, nations.) (See e.g. the “jewish”-Amerikan “Federal Reserve Act” of 1913.)
But the would-be monopolist may use another kind of force, power or coercion: monetary or
economic force.
Besides war, politics or law, a monopoly may also be economically or monetarily created or
enthroned by forcing all competitors out of business by charging such lower prices that most
customers will simply abandon all competitive products or services (and hence businesses) in
order to “save” money by buying from this intended and fledgling monopolist. But lots of money
from very “deep pockets” is needed for this “business strategy.”
For this would-be monopolist must simply spend his competitors out of business by
offering the public the very lowest prices—even if he loses money on every sale! For, depending on
the prices of his competitors, this Titanic “retailer” (or “reseller”) may find it necessary to sell near
or even below his sellers’ or suppliers’ prices (“wholesale” prices). And hence he may have to lose
money on every sale, until his similarly money-bleeding competitors are thereby driven from the
retail field of battle, and his monopoly is thus achieved, accomplished, assured. For in matching
the artificially low prices of this would-be monopolist, his competitors must also lose money on
every sale in order to keep their customers coming to their stores, and hence to stay in business.
But for how long can these competitors afford to do so, to lose or to bleed out money this
way, in this retail “price war”? Or how deep are their pockets? For as long and as deep as that
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would-be monopolist who started this “price war”? But if not, then all competition must stop their
economic-“hemorrhaging” or monetary-bleeding, and retire from the field, thus abandoning the
business and surrendering the field to the deep-pocketed Titan monopolist.
Shall we call this “business strategy” “monetary or economic Darwinism”? For the seller,
reseller or “retailer” (whether an individual or a group, a corporation or consortium) with the most
money to lose in this price-battle wins the price-war by outlasting (outbleeding) all his/their
competition. And once the monopoly (or oligopoly) is thus created through the economic or
monetary banishment of all competition, the monopolist’s price-war losses can then be recollected
or recouped through his new prices, artificial as before, but now artificially high, extortive or
predatory. Ouch!
* * *
(“But the higher the price(s) the monopolist commands, dictates or extorts, the more room
is thus made for new competitors to enter the field with cheaper and alternate (if not superior)
products or services.”)
(Very true, and an excellent point and objection. But the more money (“capital” or
“overhead”: machines, buildings, inventory, means of transport or distribution, etc.) required to
start up a business to compete with the extortive monopolist (whether wholesale or resale) via a
better product or service at an attractively lower price, the less the extortive monopolist will be
troubled with new competition. And besides, he can always start a brand new price war to drive
that new competitor out of business.)
* * *
And so with all honest competition thus driven from the field, the real “business plan,”
intent or strategy of the monopolist can begin to manifest itself. I mean his real and true (though
hidden) purpose in beginning and winning his price war: the extortion of greater and greater
profits through higher and higher prices then would ever be possible in a state of free enterprise
or competition.
This price-war tactic toward monopoly-creation has often historically been used (if not
conceived and initiated) by cabals of “jews” in order to financially bankrupt or ruin the Gentile(s)
and drive them out of the business, thus leaving in their wake the countless and oppressive and
extortive “jewish” monopolies we all suffer under.
(See e.g. the “jews’” “central” or “private banks…and the corporations that [grew] up around
them,” which Jefferson warned us all against. And note the “jewish” “commercial” banks, their
mass-media monopoly/oligopoly, their diamond market, their stock and bond markets, their
“department” stores, their liquor production oligopoly, etc., etc. etc.)
Furthermore, two or more corporate competitors can secretly agree, conspire or “collude” to
“fix” or tie their prices together, and thus to do to their competition together what the monopolist
above did on his own, to drive all others out of the market or field. And thus (out of a once
competitive “market”) they can effectively create a monopoly called an “oligopoly” (“few [over]
many”). And afterwards these “colluding” victors can all thereby profit from their artificially higher
or extortive prices thus created by their monopolistic (and possibly illegal) “collusion” and “pricefixing,” but not as much (at any given price level) as any single monopolist would profit, who
would therefore not need to share his extortionate profits with the others.
And thus can big money drive small money out of business. And thus do the bigger
corporate fish devour the smaller. And that’s very bad news for us powerless little minnows.
(What then can we do to avoid being likewise devoured?)
* * * * *

Case in Point: The Attack of the “Wal-Mart,” a
Corporate Amerikan Godzilla
The American Parliament (or “Congress”) passed a law in 2000 (called the “Byrd
Amendment”) to protect U.S. producers from foreign competitors who import their products into
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the United States, and therein (allegedly) price and sell them for even less than their costs of
production and importation.
(This “business practice” or strategy of losing money on every sale, of selling products for
less than their production costs, is called “dumping.” And obviously, other than bankruptcy or
“liquidation” sales, only the very biggest corporations with the very “deepest pockets” (the most
money to lose) can possibly afford to employ such a business strategy in an attempt to drive all
competition out of the marketplace and thus achieve a monopoly.)
And any foreign importers thus decreed “dumpers” by the U.S. gov’t were then punitively
fined or punished for their economic “crime” of “dumping” via especially high “tariffs” (import
taxes or “duties”), which tax money was then distributed among the American companies thus
economically threatened or harmed by these foreign competitors or “dumpers.”
(In Sept. of 2002 the “World Trade” Court or Imperial Economic Throne of the “United
Nations Organization” outlawed this American practice of fining foreign competitors/importers.)
Whether the prices of the imported products of the foreign “dumpers” were truly less than
their costs, or merely less than the costs of American producers to make comparable products, I
don’t know, and hence cannot say. But I do know the concept and method of “dumping” or selling
below production or wholesale costs is known and practiced inside national marketplaces by
would-be monopolists with “deep pockets” who seek to monetarily out-bleed their competition
and thus win the field for themselves alone, and who then intend to regain their short-tern losses
with long-term gains via monopolistic and extortionate price-increases. (See below.)
* * * * *
According to PCWORLD magazine (Oct. 2002, p. 32) “Wal-Mart” is “the world’s largest
retailer.”
And according to the Associated Press, on Nov. 12, 2002 the supreme court of Germany
ruled that “Wal-Mart’s attempts to sell staples such as milk and butter below wholesale prices
was damaging to competition,” and that “selling products below wholesale hurt competition by
creating an unfair environment for smaller and mid-sized stores.”
Was this a case of “dumping” or simply a case of huge “economies of scale” whereby WalMart’s “wholesale price” was substantially lower than anyone else’s, i.e. all its competitors? Or
was Wal-Mart really selling its inventory of “staples” below “wholesale prices” or costs, and hence
really and truly losing money on each and every sale?—thus reaching deep into its deep corporate
pockets in spilling its very own change on the counter to be lost thereby with every single sale of
milk or butter, etc., in an attempt to lure all customers from all other “retailers” (re-sellers) long
enough to drive all competitive retailers out of business?—intending to reimburse, refund or
make up its present losses by future monopolistic price-raisings or predatory price-fixings?
If so, it this not “dumping”? Then why doesn’t the American Parliament or “congress” curb
Wal-Mart, their very own national corporate monster? Why do the Europeans have to defend
themselves from Amerika “dumping” products upon them?
Or is Amerika (according to Amerika) even capable of “dumping” upon the rest of the
world? According to deceitful Amerikan word-usage, is Amerikan “dumping” never “dumping” if,
when, and so long as it is Amerikan dumping, or Amerika dumping upon the world, but never,
ever vice-versa? In Amerikan parlance, must all “dumping” (like “terrorism,” “war-aggression,”
“weapons of mass destruction,” etc.) be by definition “non-” or “un-American”? In other words, is
“jewish”-Amerika intolerant of all else but Amerikan dumping, Amerikan terrorism, Amerikan
imperialism, Amerikan war-mongering or war-aggression, and Amerikan “weapons of massdestruction” and/or “mass-murder”? I ask the question, dear reader, and I defer to your answer.
* * * * *
And aside from “dumping” or “out-bleeding” the competition, “economies of scale” also enter
the economic equation, as big money can afford to buy (and to store or “inventory”) greater
quantities of finished products or supplies at far lower prices per unit, and thus can afford to
undersell the small money competitor who must buy smaller lots of products or supplies at
higher costs per unit. And these higher business costs must therefore naturally be passed on to
the customer or consumer via higher prices (than big money’s prices).
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Thus do the great corporate department stores and supermarket chains drive the little
family “ma and pa” stores out of business. And thus do the great corporate “agribusinesses” drive
the family farmers out of business. And that’s very bad news for everyone who eats. (See below.)
For what is priced so low today may so be so low tomorrow when the gravitational forces of
competition have been thus removed from the field or the marketplace.
* * * * *
Enter “K-Mart,” “Wal-Mart” and other huge (even “multi-national”) corporations with huge
local “chain” stores here, there and everywhere, and which (via their huge “economies of scale”)
drive the little, independent “mom and pop” grocery and “department” stores out of business, and
hence turn Main Street U.S.A. (and elsewhere) into something approaching an emptied, vacant,
boarded-up ghost town, because hardly anyone shops there anymore, because almost all are
lured out of town by the much cheaper prices at the Titan-Mart or “Wal-Mart” down the road by
the super-highway.
(“But prices are so much lower at Titan-Mart! Do you take me for a shopping fool?”)
(In the short run, no; but in the long run, yes; and therefore yes I do indeed.)
For these Titan-Marts aren’t good for us in the long run, folks. We need to have the
foresight to see that. For though far less clear and far more rare, foresight is far better and more
profitable than hindsight. Hindsight is far too late. Hindsight can’t remove the corporate tire-track
tattoos from off our stupid asses. Or what then shall we do to retrieve the family farms and stores
after we have lost them to the deep-pocketed, sociopathic and extortionate or predatory corporate
Titans of the world?—who shall then be poised to devour us short-sighted shoppers? Ouch!
Yes, we consumers, customers or buyers seek and indeed find far lower prices (for the very
same products, mind you) at the Titan-Marts of the world. But that’s not all we shall find at the
end of that downward road to oligopoly or monopoly. For then we’ll find what we did not seek,
and did not stop and think to expect, to anticipate, deduce or foresee: oligopoly or monopoly and
the “economics of extortion” or corporate predation. (Bummer!)
Yes, to save money via these lower (“economies of scale”) prices is of course why we’ve
abandoned our local little “mom and pop” stores to travel out of town to shop in these huge
corporate “chain” stores out by the highways. And via our short-sighted patronage we ourselves
feed these corporate monsters, and thus help them to grow and grow and grow. And thereby we
“help” poor little old “ma and pa” (and the rest of us besides, and afterwards) to shrink, shrink
and shrink. And though we don’t appreciate the “ma and pa” now, we’ll miss them when they’re
gone, when we have no alternative but to shop at Titan-Mart, whose prices shall have meanwhile
risen and risen and risen into an extortionate or predatory corporate stratosphere. (Bummer!)
* * * * *
And so in conclusion, yeah we’re saving money in the short run via “Titan-Mart’s” far lower
prices. (And there’s the lure.) But we’re hurting ourselves in the long run, because when their
little familial competitors are all driven out of business and long gone, and when corporate
monopoly or oligopoly therefore reigns supreme, then we’ll feel the economic pinch of Monopoly’s
extortionate or predatory prices, which shall then be far higher that “ma and pa’s” ever were. (And
there’s the rub!) And then we’ll dearly wish these little independent stores and farms were still
extant, around and in business.
But shall it then be far too late for them…and for us? Let’s not wait to find out. That’s my
suggestion. Let’s combine into partnerships if we have to, to compete with these corporate Titans.
Let’s create “co-operative” partnerships, selling our farm products directly to the public—
(and perhaps also to resellers if both parties are willing). Let’s rent a building (perhaps on
“ghostly” main street) to use as a “no frills” supermarket or grocery store. And let’s hire an
honest, trustworthy and capable manager competent to keep or to oversee a clear and accurate
accounting of all farm or feed products brought in by each participating farmer, for which he is
paid at the time of delivery, and also of all products sold by the store, the profits of which to be
shared by the partners of the “home grown” enterprise.
And in the same spirit, let’s rent out space in another local building to create a kind of
indoor “flee-market” wherein local craftspersons can sell their wares directly to the public. Let’s
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partner together, rent a local space or building, hire a manager to personally lease booth space
therein to local craftspersons to sell their wares directly to the public—with all rental profits (over
the costs the renting or leasing the space or the building) to be shared by the partners of the
“cooperative” enterprise.
You can be your own “middleman” or personally take your goods (or services) to market if
you’re willing to club or partner together with worthy others toward that common or “cooperative”
end.
And with an honest (ample, stable, debt-free token) county money, there’s no
monetary/economic reason whatsoever why local enterprise or production ever has to grind to a
halt or local fields have to lay fallow for lack of money or tokens of exchange for the public to buy
these desired local goods.
* * * * *

From Freedom to Oligopoly to Monopoly; from
Monopoly “Capitalism” to (Monopoly)
“Communism”; and Don’t Feed that “Beastly”
(Money) Monopolist
And thus via “dumping” and deep corporate pockets can big money drive small money out
of business toward big corporate monopoly, extortion or predation.
And where does all this big monopoly money come from? How is it created and amassed?
Where is the Frankensteinian laboratory of this monster? (If you don’t yet know, then reread this
book.)
* * * * *
And so all the aforementioned indulging, patronizing, feeding and privileging of corporatemonsters leads the public from a state of free enterprise into one of oligopoly (“few [corporations
over] many” people). And oligopoly leads to price-fixing (“collusion”) and to monopoly (“one
[corporation over] many”). And likewise “dumping” is always an ever-present and lurking
oligopolic option toward driving all competition out of business, and hence achieving a total,
uncontested, extortionate or predatory monopoly.
Or else, conversely, by simply creating, “chartering” or privileging one “central” monopoly
(you know which) an even greater monopoly or concentration of power (perhaps corporately
disguised as an oligopoly) can thus be quickly spawned or fostered, as we were thus forewarned
two centuries ago:
If the American people ever allow private banks [like e.g. “central” banks–Ed.] to control
the issue of their currency, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and the
corporations that will grow up around them [like e.g. “commercial” banks, etc.–Ed.], will deprive
the people of all property until their children wake up homeless on the continent their fathers
conquered.—(Thomas Jefferson)

Oligopoly (or monopoly) is the Socratic state of “oligarchy” (“rule by a [rich] few”), wherein
money rules as king or the highest value therein, as in “jewish” Amerika and elsewhere. This
dominion of or rule by money is also called “plutocracy.”
And oligopoly is half-way (or three-quarters) to monopoly (i.e. “one [over] many” or all).
And again “communism” or “totalitarianism” is (political/economic) monopoly, i.e. the
official or governmental ownership of all property, and hence of all non-officials, unofficials,
subjects, “citizens” or “comrades” (as slaves).
When you are fired within a state of oligopoly you may be hired by one of the few rivals. But
where do you go and what do you do when you are fired or terminated within a state of monopoly,
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i.e. by the “communistic” or totalitarian gov’t? Methinks into the gulag (prison-camp) or the grave.
For there is, by definition, no other employer nor authority within the almighty state of monopoly.
And therein you can never go into business for yourself, for your monopolistic boss will
never allow it, that you should fire him and make yourself boss. And so you possess no “legal” or
official “authority,” no entrepreneurial “license” nor worker’s “right” to ever work for yourself or be
your own boss within the libertyless state of monopoly. And this is especially true within the
“workers’ state or society” of “socialism” or “communism.” (What a misnomer therefore, don’t you
think?) So let’s never go there, folks. And if we’re already there, then let’s get out or escape right
now.
* * * * *
And so the economic (monetary or plutocratic) or political (legal, privileged or “chartered”)
monopolist, without a single competitor left standing in his proprietary field of economic
“combat,” is thus left unchased by the all-devouring tiger of competition. And whenever so, he
therefore has no competitive pressures to work or perform better or faster, to provide a quicker
and better service, to produce a better and cheaper product (then he would have to provide if he
were chased, challenged, rivaled or threatened by (the all-devouring tiger of) competition). The
monopolist is like that confident, complacent sleeping hare in Aesop’s fable, far ahead of his
tortoise-competition. He can be lazy, inefficient and far over-priced, and yet (if his products are
somehow indispensable, either naturally really and truly, or legally, artificially, politically) all
customers must come to him and pay his extortionate prices for his “vitally necessary” goods or
services. And though that may be good for him, and though he will certainly scheme, plan,
contrive, plot, conspire and fight like hell to acquire or maintain his monopoly, it is no good for all
others, his victims, who are forced to purchase his products or suffer his “services.” (See e.g. the
Marxist, “communist,” or “Bolshevik” “jew.”)
And so monopoly can be either economic or political, but if, like any “fiat” money, a
monopoly is forced or imposed upon others, its victims, then it is primarily political or “legal.”
And the most obvious and striking examples of coercive, inefficient, predatory, harmful or
malevolent monopoly is to be seen within tyrannical, “communist” or “jewish” states or
governments, which are self-imposed or “legalized” monopolies of officious predators (called “state
officials,” “public servants” and/or “representatives”) whose mandatory, compulsory, obligatory
“services” are officially, coercively and “legally” imposed or inflicted upon their “citizenry,” their
subjects, their slaves or “human resources.”
These legally enslaved and officially devoured “human resources” must e.g. pay taxes for
“their” government’s “protection” of them, their loved ones and properties. For they cannot protect
themselves, least of all from “their” government. This is the official “communist” “protection
racket,” whose victims simply have no choice—much less any (“legal,” “constitutional” or
“human”) “right” or “permit” to arm or to protect themselves, and most all from “their”
government. And these subjects must e.g. send their children to “their” government’s “schools” for
official communist indoctrination. They simply have no choice. Home or parental schooling is a
“crime,” and hence “no child [shall be] left behind.” And the subjects must deliver themselves into
“their” government’s obligatory “armed” or military “services,” to either imperially oppress others
abroad or their own fellow “comrades” at home. But they must never arm or serve themselves, as
in free militias. For this too is a government of official monopoly.
And the subjects must be “licensed” or permitted for nearly everything they do. For nearly
everything in the slave state (or the state of slavery) is not “free,” not even fishing in the local lake
or stream. For these too belong to the government, and therefore not the citizenry or the public.
Such is the omnipotent stamp of the communist official or Marxist, “jewish” bureaucrat.
And likewise the “unlicensed” businessman or free enterpriser or entrepreneur in such a
sorry and evil state of “human” enslavement is by definition a “criminal.” For again all sanctity or
legality is official. And hence, as with the Roman church, the layman or unofficial is by definition
a “sinner” or “criminal” to begin with, and the only sanctity or legality he can ever possibly
possess must be granted by “his” Church or State deity or government. And therefore the
“unlicensed” businessman or entrepreneur is abused and persecuted (“prosecuted”) as a
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“criminal” or a “black marketeer” for daring to proceed or venture into the field of his choice
without first obtaining this officially prerequired stamp or mark, this legal authorization, “permit”
or “license” of governmental permission or approval.
And the bureaucratic, communist or humanist stamp of approval or permission can (and
has) been legally decreed to be vitally necessary or indispensable for all its or their political
subjects or “citizens” to obtain…or else. This is the state of “legal” enslavement wherein you, John
Q. Citizen, first need to ask and obtain official permission before you can do anything, even
merely to go fishing. So don’t go or remain there, dear readers.
For without their official stamp or mark upon your hand or forehead you can (“legally”) do
nothing within their realms. Without them you can do nothing. (John 15:4-6) And without their
official blessing you simply remain accursed, unauthorized, unconsecrated, unimportant. For
within their evil, racist, Satanic religion or “messianic” mythology, they alone are sacred, holy,
Godly or “human” (see their “Talmud”), and you, dear Gentile, are most decidedly not. They alone
are the wells of sanctity, of Godness, of legality or authority, or so they would have us Gentiles
believe. (John 4:5-14) And so unless we are baptized or immersed by them within their “holy
water,” or else allowed to bask within their otherworldly radiance, we simply have none, but
remain unconsecrated, unofficial, unauthorized, accursed. And therefore the only sanctity,
rightness, goodness or value (“authorization,” permit(s)” or “right(s)”) we (as mere Gentiles or
unofficials) can ever possibly acquire or possess must of course come from them, the only
possible source of all these sanctities, according to their self-deifying mythology. For like the
Roman bishops (“popes”) of old, these “humanistic,” “communistic” or “jewish” demons have from
of old placed themselves within God’s place and upon his seat or throne. (Matt. 23:2) And in my
book and/or mythology, that is simply blasphemy, as well as demonic or Satanic usurpation. For
only the real McCoy is the real McCoy. And therefore accept no substitutes, stand-ins or “vicars.”
* * * * *
But if, on the other hand, the personal, “human” or divine hand, the “rights” of the accused
or “prosecuted” citizen were in fact his very own (and/or divine) “rights,” what need then would he
ever have for “human,” “constitutional” or “papal” rights to do whatever he was capable of doing,
or whatsoever was within his personal power? What need then would he have for any
(communist, humanist or church) official’s stamp of permission or mark of approval?
(“God bless the child who can stand up and say, ‘I got my own!’” And “God helps those who
help themselves.”) So let us help ourselves then. But who is standing in our way? God? No, Godimpostors: papists, humanists, communists who hog to themselves all Godness or sanctity, all
authority or legality, and therefore without whose “holy water” or “authorization” we mere laymen
or unofficials can do nothing at all.
And so in the very name of “Humanity” the “humanists” or “communists” take all your
(“divine” or “inalienable”) “rights,” “privileges” or permissions away! For they are not your “rights”
but “Humanity’s,” they say. And they alone speak for or “represent” “Humanity,” which, as you
know, has no mouth of its own, and therefore desperately “needs” spokespersons. And so (at least
within their “humanistic” mythology) only these self-appointed “humanists” are the (not priestly
but human) “representatives” of this human deity, “Humanity,” just as (within their demonic
“Catholic” mythology) only the Roman “divines” were God’s representatives or vicars, and hence
the possessors, owners, trustees, caretakers or stewards of all God’s earthly property, and the
bearers and possible granters of all God’s “divine” rights—(hence their “divine” motivation). And
this was because, you see, their demonic and usurpatious “holy see” or Satanic “father” was
standing or sitting in the divine place of Jesus-God, and had thus not only usurped this earthly
world, but even the next one, as this demonic “pontifex maximus” even claimed to possess the
keys to the kingdom of heaven. Is this not so? And so if you didn’t worship or obey him during
your entire earthly life, why would he grant you his eternal “papal” life?
As the papists usurped all your “rights” divine under the very name and place of God, so do
the humanists or communists in the name and place of Humanity, a great god in thought or
imagination if not in deed, reality, actuality. What then is one to do: cast away all “divine” or
“human” “rights” or permits in favor of your very own powers or abilities? For if one need only
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consult his power or competence, one need not ask another “human” nor “divine” for permission
to proceed.
* * *
And consider, dear reader: Does the wolf, tyrant or communist not grant himself the “right”
to prey, devour and enslave you and yours? Or does he rather prefer to grant you and yours the
“right” to be free and safe from him? But if so, then how could such a predator prey? Would he
not grow hungry and die if he thus insisted all his prey be voluntary? Surely a predator’s right to
prey is the denial of his prey’s right to flee, to evade, to fight or to stop his predation. Is this not
obviously so?
Know then, dear reader, that your “right(s)” can be crushed, annulled, abrogated or
destroyed by your enemy’s might, which he too perhaps calls “right,” his right to prey upon you
and yours. The right of the predator-wolf to prey or the tyrant to tyrannize? Why not? “Right” is
often merely one’s self-sanctified or self—authorized might. (See e.g. the “jewish” wolfpack’s bible
called “Talmud” for their self-justification or “right” to prey upon you and yours, dear Gentile.)
And so we see right verses right, or might vs. might; or might vs. right, or right vs. might.
And we also see that if our might is not greater than our predators’ or enemies’ might, then
neither is our “right” (to be free and safe from them). And so we see that our right is no stronger
than our might. And our right to be free and safe from our enemies is only as strong or efficacious
as our might to flee, to evade, to escape or to defeat them. In short, our might is our “right.” If we
lose the former, we lose the latter. Is this not the law and the challenge of life?—thus rendering
pious theories about “right” or “rights” as impotent as wisps of smoke or the blessings and curses
of fanciful or imaginary gods? And thus we see that he who has no might evidently has no right
(to remain out of the claws and jaws, or out from under the heels, of the mighty).
…right does have “a wax nose.” The tiger that assails me is in the right, and I who
strike him down am also in the right. I defend against him not my right, but myself. [Max, p.
191]
You want to be “in the right” as against the rest. That you cannot; as against them you
remain forever “in the wrong”; for they surely would not be your opponents if they were not
in “their right” too; they will always make you out “in the wrong.” But, as against the right of
the rest, yours is a higher, greater, more powerful right, is it not? No such thing! Your right
is not more powerful if you are not more powerful. [Max, p. 189]
If you remain on the ground of right, you remain in—Rechthaberei [self-righteousness,
stubborness, litigiousness–Ed.]. The other cannot give you your right; he cannot “mete out
right” to you. He who has might has—right; if you have not the former, neither have you the
latter. Is this wisdom so hard to attain? [Max, p. 189]

And so does the “messianic” or Satanic predator “jew,” Marxist, communist or humanist
have the “right” to prey upon us and our children, dear reader? He certainly says so (within his
“Talmud,” his “Protocols,” etc.). Perhaps he even believes so. (But who knows what a liar really
believes? Or this son of the father of Lies?—John 8:44) But does he? He certainly has no
permission from God to prey upon us, but only from himself, his racial brothers, his official
Gentile lackeys and his father, Satan. But aside from this, and so long as he retains his Satanic
“jewish” might to do so, then perhaps, evidently, or apparently he does (possess the “right” to
prey upon us).
It is said that punishment is the criminal’s right. But impunity is just as much his
right. If his understanding succeeds, it serves him right, and, if it does not succeed, it likewise
serves him right. You make your bed and lie in it. If some one goes foolhardily into dangers and
perishes in them, we are apt to say, “It serves him right; he would have it so.” But, if he conquered
the dangers, if his might was victorious, then he would be in the right too. If a child plays with the
knife and gets cut, it is served right; but, if it doesn’t get cut, it is served right too. Hence right
befalls the criminal, doubtless, when he suffers what he risked; why, what did he risk it for,
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since he knew the possible consequences? But the punishment that we decree against him is
only our right, not his. Our right reacts against his, and he is—”in the wrong at last”
because—we get the upper hand. [Max, p.194-95 ]

So why not “authorize,” “permit” or graciously grant yourself the “right,” dear Gentile, to be
free from this wolfish or predatory “jew,” to be “jew-free”? For surely your Good Shepherd and
divine defender cannot be everywhere at once? And “God helps those who help themselves.” And
surely if you wait for release or salvation from the Devil or Its own, you and yours may have to
wait forever, (Bummer!) …or until you are released or delivered by the real McCoy.
* * * * *
And so any legislated, enforced or coercive monopoly is (political, monetary or economic)
predation, and is obviously in the “interests” of the predator and not his prey. Their lack of “right”
(to compete with him) is his might (to prey upon them). Therefore let this predator’s prey act at
last in their own interests. Let them take sufficient might or “right” to de-monopolize their
predator by their free-competition. Let them enter the field of their competitive choice with their
lances leveled to duel with all predators, monopolists, dragons, black knights, and/or whatever
other competitors confront them or bar the way to their freedom and prosperity. You go, sir
Lance-a lot! Ride on! Do like Lord Adolf the dragon-slayer, create your own money instead of
borrowing the “beast’s.”
Or have you ever read or heard of the Apocalyptic monopoly-money “mark of the beast,”
without which “no man might [legally] buy or sell”? (Apo./Rev. 13:11-17) Was that, is that, shall
that be a too-great, too-malevolent, too-evil and too-monopolistic a concentration of “beastly” or
imperial monetary power to resist?
And how did this supernational empire or SuperNazi “beast” grow so irresistibly large if not
by its (or rather their) false-“money”? And who are “they” if not the SuperNazi “sinagog of Satan”?
(Apo./Rev. 2:9 & 3:9) And if so, then ’twas by the gullibility or credulity, the false and ruinous
faith or creed, the idolatrous “reverence” or “worship” of its Gentile dupes and fools (mercenaries
and cowards) that Satan’s supernational “jewish” creature or “golem” (again by the false faith of
Gentile fools and cowards in its false and evil “credit”-money) grow and grow into that great
supernational monster or imperial “beast” of the Apocalypse which today stands before us and
over us all! And no one can “buy or sell” [eat or live?] without this [monopoly-money] “mark” or
“stamp” of this Apocalyptic, sinagogic, SuperNazi “beast.”
And you and yours have no “right” whatsoever not to use this imperial or “beastly” “fiat”
money, this debt-token monopoly-money (by which you and yours are debt-damned into
bottomless pits of “national debt.”) Or so say, profess or command “your” political
“representatives,” who have sold and betrayed you and yours to this imperial “beast,” and hence
to your supernational or SuperNazi, anti-Christ or “jewish” enemies, who live and breathe inside
this Jew. N. “beast” like Odysseus and co. within their Troyan horse. (“Beware Greeks bearing
‘gifts,’” or “jews” lending “money.”)
* * * * *
What is tyranny, dictatorship, despotism or totalitarianism if not a malevolent monopoly of
power? And “communism” (which is “jewish”) is also a malevolent monopoly of power: of political,
social, racial; religious, spiritual, psychological, cultural; monetary and economic power. In other
words, monopoly is tyranny and/or “communism.”
And let us never forget it was none other than (foreign) “jewish” “capitalists” or banksters
who (not even lent, but) gave, donated (or rather invested) and sent their money against Gentile
and Christian Russia. They “financed” and sent their mass-murderous agents “Trotsky” and
“Lenin” (real names, Bronstein and Ulyanov) to impose and perpetrate their mass-murderous
“messianic” or SuperNazi imperialism, to raise their “jewish” “red-star” of “communism” over the
bloodied corpse of “holy mother” Russia, which then became their Godless, Satanic, “jewish”
“Soviet Union.”
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And what is “communism” if not an even greater “monopoly” than “capitalism”? Or what is
“jewish” “communism” if not an even greater concentration (or “monopoly”) of “jewish” power,
hegemony, domination or supremacy than is “jewish” “capitalism”? And so that’s why the latter
financed, created and perpetrated the former. That’s why the “capitalist” “jew” paid the
“communist” “jew” to torture and mass-murder so many Slavic Gentiles, and to enslave the rest:
the terrified or terrorized survivors as “goyim” or “jewish” livestock or “cattle.” Because they’re
really one and the same Satanic or “messianic” anti-Christ, the same supernational or SuperNazi,
torturous and mass-murderous, wolfish or predatory “jew”!
(And these demons give themselves this Satanic command, suggestion, instruction or
exhortation within their Satanic “holy” book or bible called “Talmud”: “Kill the best of the
Gentiles.” All the better (for them) to enslave the rest of the Gentiles!)
And just who was that good Gentile shepherd who (for a while) stopped the westward
advance, march or invasion of these bloody, mass-murderous “jewish” “reds” from the east if not
the good Lord Adolf Hitler of Austria and Germany? who was likewise and simultaneously
plagued and beset by those bloody, mass-murderous “jewish” reds from the west, from “jewish”
Amerika and England. (You go Adolf!) (“Adolf Hitler is my friend. He fought for me until the end.”)
* * * * *

Beware Corporate “Agribusiness”
And once these big corporations, “conglomerations” or Titans get too big for anyone to
compete with, to fight with, to check or to stop, they can then begin to charge those extortionate
prices which they had intended from the very beginning. And so they will, and do. For maximum
profits is their corporate god, their very purpose and their creed. (“Always take.”) And this
perpetual command they perpetually receive from their corporate owners or stockholders at their
annual meetings.
And after monopoly is established, then we consumers must simply pay the monstermonopolists (or price-fixing oligopolists) their extortionate price-demands, or else do without their
products, which by definition are the only products left for sale within the market—their
(monopoly) market.
But who then (but the farmer) can do without buying food? What then will we do when the
corporate monsters begin to starve us out of land, house and home, and into slavery? (See below
for Moses’ story of his extortionate “Egyptian” speculator, Joseph. And again beware that
corporate golem or gorilla in the “corner” of your marketplace.)
For such beastly, monstrous or monopolistic concentrations of power can, like Moses’
Joseph, starve the citizenry into slavery, or force them to trade in all their properties, liberties or
“rights” for food: that blessed substance which grants its bearer the right to live yet another day
above that sunless realm of Hades lying deep beneath our feet.
* * * * *
And even more threatening than the huge corporate department and grocery store chains
(like “Wal-Mart”) are the “corporate farms” which supply them. Corporate Titan food “wholesale” is
even far worse, ominous, threatening and menacing than corporate Titan food “retail” (re-sale).
And wherever public offices (and hence “public” officials) are up for sale to the highest
bidders (of political propaganda or “advertising”), and hence wherever no legal walls or barricades
exist or stand against monopolies, oligopolies or huge concentrations of corporate, economic or
monetary power, there’s no reason whatsoever why the two (i.e. “Titan-Food Wholesale” and
“Titan-Food Retail”) can’t be “vertically” combined or “consolidated” into one giant body,
“corporation,” group or “conglomeration.” And if so, then look out you world of consumers, eaters,
or corporate “bottom-feeders.” For you’re about to be corporately squeezed or starved into losing
weight or “dieting” by the considerably less-than-jolly (“ho, ho, ho”) green giant, Inc.
As long as family farms exist, then we can bypass the corporate retail-chain grocery-stores
and buy directly from these private, proprietary, family farmers and/or their grocery-store
“cooperatives.” (See above). But if the family farmer were ever to become extinct, if there were ever
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to be no more non-corporate or private proprietor farms or farmers, (perhaps having been driven
out of business or life by the “economies of scale” or the “deep pockets” of corporate
“agribusinesses”), then these fleshless, soulless and heartless corporations shall have us all right
where they’ve always wanted and strived to place us: hopelessly trapped like (economically,
monetarily and politically) doomed prey within their beastly corporate claws, jaws and bellies. For
these corporations shall then be in an economic (monopolistic or oligopolistic) position to starve
all us landless city-slickers into submission via their extortionate-price demands, and especially if
the few corporate grocery giants then left standing circumvent price-competition, “collude” and
“fix” these extortionate prices, or even worse, if they all meld, combine or “conglomerate” into one
gigantic, “vertical” food monopoly, both agri-wholesale and retail, from seed to harvest to
packaging, and from the soil to the grocery-store shelves. For this corporate “vertical integration”
would spell out our e-x-t-o-r-t-i-o-n- and s-t-a-r-v-a-t-i-o-n. (See the Ukraine of the 1930’s
“consolidated” under Joseph “Stalin” (Djugashvili).
* * * * *
For what’s the essential difference, dear reader, between a corporate farm and a “collective”
farm? The former is “for profit,” and the latter is not. The former is “capitalistic,” the latter
“communistic.” But make no mistake here, dear reader, for you cannot afford to: Both are
monopolistic, extortionate and predatory “agribusinesses.” They are both monopolistic, extortive
and “jewish” monstrosities. And so whether one ponders the corporate “communist,” Tweedledom,
or his “capitalist” brother, Tweedledee, one sibling is much like the other to me.
And so aside from the “boom and bust” “business cycles” of the ”central bank,” and the
consequent mortgage-foreclosure and bank seizure of the land, the “corporate” farmers or
“agribusinesses” drive the real (proprietor, family) farmers out of business economically via their
huge corporate “economies of scale.” And the “collective” or communist farmers “legally” drive the
private, family farmers out of business, (and even off their land) via high, extortive and
confiscatory taxes, outright land-seizure or “nationalization,” onerous land-use and water-use
restrictions, and the like. Thus both “capital” and “communal” monopolists use force or coercion
to monopolize the food-market: the former economic or monetary force, and the latter political or
“legal” coercion.
And I don’t want any of us to go or end up there unwarily, unintentionally, involuntarily.
And not only for our own sakes, but for the sake of withholding and avoiding the popular support
and strength we would thereby be feeding or giving to political/economic tyranny—whether
corporate, “capitalistic” or “communistic.”
* * * * *
Make no mistake, dear reader, the dwindling number of family farms and the rise of
corporate “agribusiness” bodes ill for our bellies, our futures and our common welfare. All our
sustenance comes from the earth—either out of the ground or the water. (“Gaea the earth is our
mother,” as they used to say.) And therefore to lose the earth to these corporate giants or titanic
“agribusinesses” is to become their slaves, their “goyim,” their human livestock, their cattle or
sheep, their cyclopean food. If corporations ever take title or control of the earth they will
certainly starve us into enslavement or death as surely as Stalin starved out the Ukraine.
So why not take God’s country back to ourselves, county by county and farm by farm, (call
it “nationalization” and/or “land reform”), and henceforth live free from these encroaching,
threatening, insatiably greedy and all-consuming corporate cyclopes? Why suffer these economic
cannibals to devour yet another brother for supper?
And the worst corporate offenders among them are of course the “central” and “commercial”
banksters, and the corporate “agribusinesses” they own and control.
* * * * *
(“Then what remedy or what alternative to these oppressive, malevolent, predatory
‘corporations’”?)
Consider outlawing, dispelling or annulling the corporation. (Imagine “liquidating” or killing
something that doesn’t even exist, never did, and never shall!) Consider “disincorporating” all
corporate “entities” within your county. Consider seizing all corporate “real estate” within your
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county (with or without compensation), and especially farmland. (Call it “disincorporation,”
“nationalization” or “countization,” and “land reform.”)
And then publicly auction, sell or place this ex-farmland (of these disincorporated
“agribusinesses,” etc.) into the private hands of family farmers, wherein it formerly existed, and
rightly belongs, at least in my book.
And let the family farmers sell their produce directly to the public, if only by humble
roadside stands. And let them also, if they please, form cooperative partnerships to sell their food
or farm products directly to the public—in much the same way they now cooperate or combine at
harvest time to bring in their ripe and standing crops of wheat, rye, corn, soybean, etc.—
progressively moving from farm to farm until all the private fields of all the partnering or
cooperating farmers have been thus cooperatively reaped.
And by their combining or partnering in business, by their cooperatively harvesting,
butchering and selling their vegetable and meat products directly to the public, thereby cutting
out the corporate middle man, these family or proprietary farmers shall most likely earn enough
to survive without taxpayer “subsidies.” And in this way “unsubsidized” food can again be
plentiful and inexpensive within the county. And that’s a good thing for all.
And surely a proprietary or family farmer needn’t be a business “partner” (with an
investment “share” in the business “cooperative”—whereby its “retail” space or building is rented
or acquired, its manager and employees paid, etc.) in order to sell or “wholesale” his farm or
ranch produce or livestock to this business partnership for direct public resale (or “retail”).
* * *
(And by the way, most of the current “farm-subsidies” or “welfare for farmers” goes not to
individual farmers and their families, not to private or proprietary farmers, but instead to huge
corporate “agribusiness.” And this is because these gigantic corporations “lobby” (bribe, purchase
or rent) those traitorous and sociopathic whores of Parliament or Congress, as well as certain
other pertinent “agricultural officials.” (Imagine having government officials officiating or lording
over agriculture, as if it were any of their business, instead of Demeter’s or Ceres’! I’m serious!)
For corporate “agribusiness” has always used its immense “assets” or reserves of bribe
money as an effective and speculative manure toward yielding progressively greater and greater
profits during each and every successive fiscal, governmental or Parliamentary year. And so for
just so long God, nature and all free market “economics” have been left out of this official “pricefixing,” “quota”-dictating and tax-“subsidizing” equation. And that’s a Cerious agricultural crime
in my book!
Methinks the family farmers should individually decide for themselves which crops to grow,
and how much of that produce to bring to market, and when. It’s no one else’s business, least of
all any public official’s! And the “free market” (i.e. the buyers and sellers, the “demanders” and
suppliers) should themselves (mutually) decide the price of each and every commodity (or service)
without governmental interference, tax-“subsidizing,” official “quota”-dictating and/or “pricefixing.” “Hands off” and/or “laissez faire,” you “public”-officiating, city-slicking, “communizing”
sons of sloppy sows.
And so in exchange for their corporate bribes or “campaign contributions” to these
traitorous political prostitutes called “public officials,” “politicians,” “representatives” and/or
“senators,” big corporate agri-businesses (wholesale and/or retail) receive monopolistic
concessions, big tax reductions and/or “public subsidies.” And so once again (as before and
always) public office desperately needs to be taken off the public auction block, whereby nearly
every “public” office (and hence official) in fact becomes private property, and whereby only the
most wealthy buyers (and hence whore-masters) of “public” officials or politicians are thus served
and furthered (via lower taxes, “public subsidies,” monopoly privileges, etc., etc., etc.).
* * * * *
But if you, dear taxpayer, must “subsidize” businesses, then pray don’t “subsidize”
corporate monsters like the Wal-Mart corporate chain of super-stores, but at most merely “ma
and pa” stores, proprietorships or partnerships. And how? How about by no longer forcing them
to become tax-collectors as a prerequirement or cost of doing business within your county?
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And if you, dear taxpayer, must “subsidize” farming, then by all means don’t subsidize the
corporate farm or “agribusiness,” but only the local family farmer, and only via moderate or lower
property or farmland taxes, and thus not by directly tax-robbing Peter the city-slicker to pay Paul
the farmer or rancher, but at most by merely reducing the property taxes upon his farmland or
acreage.
And again pray stay out of the farmer or rancher’s way. Let’s not “legally” dictate nor limit
the prices for his produce, nor “legally” limit his profits therefrom. But let the undistorted and
unmanipulated “free-market” decide the prices for all foodstuffs thus freely auctioned within. And
as the farmer’s decisions on his crop plantings next year are partly decided by crop prices this
year, let him therefore be best informed by a free, undictated and unmanipulated market.
(It’s far too late for old grandpa Charles Patrick Troy (or even his sons) to again take up his
antiquated plow and scythe and work that land that once fed his family. For he and his farm have
long since laid fallow in Fallowfield, Ontario, north of Richmond and south of Ottawa. But I notice
his peasant grandson ain’t dead yet. So maybe even “Fallowfield” one fine day can spring to life
yet once again.)
* * * * *
P.S.: Have you heard about the “terminator seeds” of Monsanto corporation? They’re
“genetically engineered” not to regenerate like natural seeds, but instead to die or to “terminate”
every year, so that you can never replant them, so that you must re-buy them every year from
“Monsanto.”
(Monsanto would thus stand in the place of God, and to charge us for seeds God gave us
for free.) Is that a good idea, dear reader? Monsanto evidently thinks so. But who is “Monsanto”?
And what are they trying to do? Or what spirit drives this Titanic corporation? Surely here again
the rotten fruit or lifeless seed is and must be of its corporate tree.
Surely these corporate bastards seek to terminate, usurp and supplant God’s free and
natural seeds with their own, lifeless corporate monstrosities! Surely they want to become
nature’s God, Demeter or Ceres, the goddess of agriculture, the source of all our cereal! Surely
they desire to own the “rights” to all vegetation, that from that most exalted position they might
corporately extort or force us all into starvation, enslavement or submission. Surely this
Monsanto is a Satanic corporation, a disguised collection, group or body of masked predators and
sociopaths!
And so, if there was ever a (non-“central” nor “commercial” bankster) corporation which
needed to go, it’s this God-damned “Monsanto”! (And see Moses’ tale of Joseph the Hebrew
below.)
And note, if you will, these Mosaic words:
Ye shall keep my statutes. Thou shalt not let thy cattle gender with a diverse kind: thou
shalt not sow thy field with mingled [“mixed”—By.] seed [“You shall not mate your beasts to a
different species;”–By.]: neither shall a garment mingled of linen and woollen come unto thee. [Levi.
19:19]
Thou shalt nor sow thy vineyard with divers seeds: lest the fruit of thy seed which thou
hast sown, and the fruit of thy vineyard, be defiled. [Deut. 22:9]

* * * * *
And finally, simply recognize, dear reader, that “corporations” never really existed in the
first place, except as fictions, falsehoods, fabrications or lies, and that their entire “life” or
“existence” was never more than an illusion, a mirage, a delusion and a deceit. And let us let this
corporate truth and honesty be our very best corporate county policy.
Down with corporations! Up with people! Up with us!
To hell with corporations! That we may at last be delivered from their ghostly and yet
beastly, bloody claws, jaws and insatiable bellies!
* * * * *
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